The project site is bordered by two substantial different neighborhoods with contrasting characteristics including; social differences, building uses, density and direction. The site acts as a thoroughfare of overlapped circulation paths for pedestrians, adjacent to Back Bay train station, and between two neighborhoods, the CLARENDON and the COLUMBUS. The South-end of the project site is more open and occupied by low-rise horizontal massing contrasted by the dense, vertical massing of Back Bay. Acceleration can be physically captured by an outside force (A= Δv/Δt). Velocity is a vector of displacement (magnitude and direction)/ over time. Therefore acceleration is expressed by the change of an object from its initial state to another over a period of time that is caused by an outside force. Acceleration both viscerally and physically.

The main concept is to create a community center, oriented around fitness, health and community are expressed the acceleration of pulling these two communities together. Various program elements such as sun and wind can be additionally utilize to amplify or neutralize the effects. such as sun and wind can be additionally utilized to amplify or neutralizing the and related to the surrounding community while intensifying or relaxing the of these two contrasting sides. Similarly, various programs can be organized by the proposed building reacting to the varying magnitudes and directions.
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